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Abstract

Background: As the study title indicates, the data is big, also the opportunities and benefits, but marketers need to acknowledge the accompanying challenges that come with using leveraging this big data. Big data opportunities and challenges have been investigated in several previous studies, but few studies have been conducted in the marketing arena. This study presents: (a) a comprehensive survey of Big Data definitions and characteristics; (b) a discussion of the linkage of big data and marketing; (c) review the opportunities and challenges associated with big data in marketing; (d) Research trends issues, conclusion, and future directions are presented in this paper.

Purpose: Big Data has earned much attention from the IT industry and academia. Given the research interest on Big Data in the marketing field, thus, authors intend to present an integrated view based on the previous literature with the aim of identifying the major trends in this field. Particularly, the analysis focus on pertinent terms and topics related to three “B’s”: Big Data, Big Opportunities/benefits, Big challenges.

Design/methodology/approach: A systematic integrated literature review was carried out through a strict search approach that identified. A total of 650 articles published between 2010 and 2018 indexed in EBSCO database were collected and scrutinized.

Findings: The results of the previous studies on big data and marketing revealed that they were limited to discuss the technical and research fields and did not clearly consistent with sophisticated technologies towards the benefits of marketing, and it has not yet reached the level of marketers’ ambition. Over and above, findings show that research in big data applications and practices to marketing is still in early stages, thus making it necessary to promote more direct efforts towards the business for big data to thrive in the marketing domain.

Practical implications: This paper is specifically relevant to marketing firms and departments concerned in the evolution of marketing activities and abilities to increase customer basis. Furthermore, it is also useful to compare several international studies trend as this study takes a perspective globally. The study provides priceless information and an in-depth integrated view of big data relevant to opportunities and challenges that marketing encountered. Furthermore, it opens new insights into the topic area by emphasizing for further future studies and research directions.

Originality/value: The study is original; we have reviewed the literature on big data in the marketing arena. This study is a key source of inspiration for marketing practitioners who willing to develop their future business, as well as academics and researchers interested in marketing who wish to remain the forefront of their research domain.
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Introduction

Data collection to enhance competitiveness is not a new phenomenon; it has been over the last decades [1,2]. Nowadays, massive amounts of data are gathered and stored by firms, with the hopeful of being beneficial in the future, “Data is the oil of the economies” as indicated [3]. Generation of massive amounts of data every minute has transformed work methods in business organizations and different industry sectors alike.

Big data is ever more seen as a fundamental element of a well-functioning business. A number of academic reports and published articles have indicated to the growing utilize of big data across different economic sectors and its prospect to promote productivity, competence, and growth [4-6]. The understanding that use of data has become increasingly significant and widespread has led to discussions of how better to promote big data approaches through regulation and managing, and means of policy [7]. Any such policies must be based on an understanding of the prevailing landscape of how big data is being used by organizations, and how various data sources are being used.

In many business fields and industries, the big data has revolutionized marketing arena as a result of advances in Big Data algorithms and advanced analytics techniques, big data is revolutionizing how firms attract greater customer responsiveness and gain greater customer insights [8]. Despite the huge data, the term is a bit redundant, but maximizing the use of this technology remains a challenge for many marketers today. According to Ovum estimates, the huge data market is expected to grow from $1.7 billion in 2016 to $9.4 billion by 2020.
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Companies will begin to consider increasing the interest of increasingly big data [9]. Managing such lots of data and extracting proper knowledge from it for supporting decision poses a big opportunity and big challenge at the same time. This led to the emerging of the term "Big Data" (BD). It is a data set that is so big and complex that is difficult to process with just one database management system tool or traditional data processing applications [6]. Big Data nowadays is globally spread and vastly accepted, also representing an alternate of a vanguard in terms of information management, despite this does not come without control indeed, as revealed, that practitioners need to move quickly forward “from big data to Big Impact” for effectively availing from the many features that offered by big data [10].

Big Data is often described by three (at times four or even five) V’s: Volume, Velocity, and Variety [11,12]. From a storage and computational point of view, the "volume" and "velocity" are important, while the "variety" is important from an analytics point of view [3]. Marr believes that the hype about "big data" is a whirlwind in a cup, and just a name may disappear, but a revolution and the phenomenon will remain and collect momentum only, also, he anticipates that data will merely become the "new normal" in a coming few years' time when all firms utilize data to improve what to do, and how [11]. In general, we don't agree with this point of view.

The effective use of Big Data has transformed economies and launches a new phase of productivity and growth [6,13]. The primary competitive strategy of current business organizations relies on capitalizing the valuable knowledge beyond big data. New competitors must be able to attract employees who possess high skills in treating Big Data. By harnessing Big Data, businesses gain many benefits, such as new products and services, improved customer service, acquire new customers, open new markets, increase operational efficiency, and inform strategic direction [14].

The support of decision making is crucial issue for marketers, by providing insights to help in answering the following vital questions like: what is the most appropriate product and service for a particular market; how to advertise in that market; through what channels will they communicate; at what points in suitable time and for what price; and supported by what kind of promotional and advertising activities [15]. Big Data can impact on marketers in many different methods; it benefits them by making it easy for them to get a better idea regarding the changing customers’ tastes and preferences. Big Data also makes it easy to develop the appropriate advertising strategies to the firm’s target customer base.

However, understanding and dealing with this growing volume and variety of data are still an issue in which to look. While big data is on the top of many marketing firms agenda’s, few of them are getting to confront and reduce these challenges; and Research trends issues, conclusion, and future directions are also presented in this paper. In addressing these issues, a systematic integrated literature review was carried out through a strict search approach that identified a total of 650 articles/reports published from 2010 to 2018 were scrutinized. These articles were filtered and eventually, 30 pertinent articles were picked.

Methodology

A systematic review approach was adopted in order to synthesize existing literature and identify the most relevant researchers in a comprehensive manner. We have adopted strategy that intends to completeness our research in the Big Data domain by looking to its benefits, opportunities, and challenges in the marketing area. Such systematic literature reviews are will support in avoiding that the results of the literature are biased. To identify the most associated publications to this research study, we have highlighted on finding the relevant journal articles about marketing and big data during a specific time covering the last 8 years. The study was conducted by selecting the journal articles including reviews or under printing in the period specified from 2010 to 2018.

The reason for selection this framework is due to the increase of web interest in Big Data over the past few years [17]. High-level concepts were included in this query in the domain of Big Data and marketing. The scope of picked sciences from EBSCO databases are management, business, accounting; computer science; and economics. The total number of gathered articles was 650, from a total of 56 different journals, this is conclusive evidence that a variety of journals are interested in Big Data and marketing.

Theoretical Lens

Big data: What is it?

More data was generated in the last few years than in the whole former history of humanity. At the same time, Data is flowing at a higher speed in real-time. Over and above, data, for the time being, is much more varied which including not only numeric data but also for example but also not limited to images, text or video data for example but also not limited to. It’s a term on everyone’s tongues, and the hot topic for researchers, but do you really know what we’re talking and writing about?

Traditional database systems are inefficient when storing, processing, and analyzing the rapidly growing amount of data or big data. The term “Big Data” has been used in the previous literature but is relatively new in business and IT [18]. To locate an accurate and homogeneous definition of this controversial term is not possible in practice because it is not formal or agreed upon by researchers and scientists, we would like to define and explain the term big data which are closely connected to our topic and mentioned in this research study. However, for the better understanding of this term, we will present some familiar definitions.

The classical and widespread definition created by McKinsey Global Institute (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011): "Big Data refers to datasets whose size is beyond the capacity of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze data". This definition points to the great challenge faced by business organizations because of their large data. Moreover, the kind and amount of this data are so massive and diverse that the dealing with it in traditional ways and tools the companies were utilizing is unattainable. In his article, John Gantz has...
described Big Data as following: “Big Data technologies describe a new generation of technologies and architectures, designed to extract an economic worth from very large volumes of a wide variety of data, by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery and/or analysis [19].

As a global term for huge and complicated series of technologies, this definition more describes the big data which are purposed to manage and analyze mainly unstructured data which are significant for the working and evolution of a firm. However, this definition doesn’t describe one important aspect of big data concept as defined by Laney and Beyer “Big data are high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety information assets that demand new forms of processing to discover insights, enable enhanced decision making, and optimization of processes [20].” This definition uses the 3V’s (volume, variety, velocity) model proposed by [12]. The model highlights an e-commerce trend in data management that faces challenges to manage volume or size of data, variety or different sources of data and velocity or speed of data creation. Some studies declare volume as the main characteristic of big data without providing a pure definition [21].

According to SAS Institute Inc., BD refers to the ever-increasing volume, velocity, variety, variability, and complexity of information [22]. However, other researchers introduced additional characteristics for big data, such as veracity, value, variability, and complexity [23,24]. The 3V’s model, or its derivations, is the most common descriptions of the term “big data.” From the point of view of marketing firms, DB can be described as the inevitable result of the new marketing landscapes that resulted from the global digital revolution we are now experiencing.

Numerous companies today find themselves captive to internal data, paralytic by internal silos, and implements traditional methods of marketing. Consequently, consumers are losing their patience, and shareholders are demanding growth and excellence, while marketers are struggling to encounter these massive challenges. Big Data provides a strategic roadmap for executives who wish to remove the mess and begin moving towards building a sustainable competitive advantage. Big Data helps marketing institutions to explore the treatment offered by data-driven marketing. Also, big data reveals patterns of marketing for customers’ behavior and assured methods to promote customer practices. In the following, these issues are described in detail.

Big data and marketing: A brief overview

Nowadays, Big Data is anywhere, whether in the shape of structured data, such as organizations traditional databases (e.g., customer relationship management (CRM) or unstructured data, driven by new information and communication technologies and user editing platforms (e.g., text, images, and videos) [25]. Digital technological advancement has led to a significant effect on marketing theories and practices alike. Technology has given innovative opportunities to capture quality customer’s better data and increase focus on the relationship with them, in addition to the growing of their insight, and Customer Relationship Management (CRM).

Moreover, the Internet has promoted consumers’ interact with brands, as well as the radical transformation in the marketing economics in addition to create numerous new marketing strategies instead of traditional methods which are from the perspective of marketers no longer worthwhile. As a result of those rapid changes and the huge amount of data accumulated, businesses in general and marketing, in particular, are obliged to turn their working methods, and data-driven decision making is becoming more and more a portion of an organization’ essence and its policy.

The emergence of Big Data recently prompted traditional marketing tools to work in more powerful, innovative and productive methods [26]. Marketing is defined by the American Marketing Association as: “Marketing is the activity, set of firms, and operations to creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, consumer, stakeholders, and society as a whole” [American Marketing Association] [27]. According to this definition, the relationship between Big Data and marketing is obvious.

In business nowadays, big data is the big thing and the blood for any business. It shifted our lives and revolutionizes the way of doing business. Marketing domain is not an exception of course, as marketing departments all over the world are struggling to implement big data into their practices. All over the world, big data has generated priceless opportunities for marketing firms. The easy access to massive amounts of information based on customer interactions has enabled marketers to know more about the customer’s attitudes and needs [28]. According to Bessen, through using the two-way information flow between the marketer and the customer the value of big data for marketing departments can best be explained [29].

To get insight from more data faster and cheaper, formally, big data understood as technologies and techniques. From the marketers’ point of view, Big Data can be seen as the ability to work with further agility; designing data-driven programs that adapt to customers interact with products, service, and brands [30]. For this, marketers must embed the agility from Big Data practices across the firm on four specific levels: innovation in processes; investment in novel technologies and resources; wide-based measurement to customer experiences; and strategy pursued by the executive management [30]. The new Big Data technologies are ideally positioned to meet the challenges marketers encounter towards seizing more opportunities and achieving big benefits in the revenues and performance of the organization in general.

We would like to point out here, that having Big Data and its accumulation in an organizations does not necessarily lead to better marketing. It can be seen as a buried treasure, a raw material, and a basic element, it is not the data itself this is very important. To some extent, it’s the insights that derived from it; the decisions we make and the actions we take that make everything is different. The following section presents some of opportunities/benefits which marketers acquire when they use Big Data through reviewing many of the previous literature.

Big data: Big opportunity/benefits

Among all the Big data application, the operational and genuine Big Data’s benefits for marketers are many; these benefits can be seen as big opportunities; creating a more accurate profile for targeted customers and consumers; predicting customer response to marketing messages and product/service offerings and Personalizing those messages; optimizing production/ service and distribution strategy; creating and use more accurate assessment measures; perfecting digital marketing and campaign-based strategies; retaining more customers less expensively; Obtaining product/ service insights, among other tactics.This is not meant to be an exhaustive list, but the marriage of Big Data and marketing certainly does enhance long-held marketing capabilities and give rise to an impressive set of new ones.

Furthermore, in marketing, big data supplying insights into which content is the most effective at every phase of marketing strategies; enhanced investments in systems of Customer Relationship Management (CRM); in addition to increasing transformation rates strategies; potential engagement; conversion rates; revenue; and
customer’s lifetime value. In many business fields and industries, Big Data has revolutionized marketing as a result of progress in its algorithms and the developed analytics techniques. Big data is revolutionizing how marketing firms attract more customer interactions and gain greater customer insights.

However, possessing the Big Data does not necessarily lead to bigger marketing, but the potentials are available. Big Data can be seen as raw materials, secret treasure, and vital assets of the firm. We would like to emphasize here again that the existence of data is not important itself, rather it’s valuable ideas derived from it, and the decisions are taken that creates all difference. By merging an integrated marketing management strategy with Big Data, a considerable effect in the following three key domains by marketers will take place.

Big data has enabled marketers to move from knowing customer demographically to understand them as an individual; the amount of information that is incredible about the consumer makes it possible for marketers to tailor their products and services, offers, and activities to meet the expectations of a particular customer and his preferences [31]. Marketing with the use of big data will compel marketers to gain certain skills in order to make use of such data, and they will chase insights by combining a mix of findings and data. Big data has started to provide marketers with a real-time and holistic view of the consumers and their ongoing activities.

All in all, marketers have been armed with advertising optimization capabilities based on the increasing amount of big data available to them or data they can obtain [32]. At the moment of interaction, marketers urgently need to improve the customer experience. Now, most marketing efforts actually moving towards generating this interaction-based capability, from analyzing and understanding customer interactions to secure technology infrastructures, adequate budget, and staff to managing customer interactions across channels and different programs [15].

**Big Data Challenges in Marketing**

Big Data changed business strategy, but marketers find it difficult to handle the data. Use Big Data still a big challenge for marketers. In spite of several benefits obtained from big data, but marketers also need to acknowledge the accompanying challenges that come with using leveraging this data. Due to the Internet, social media, and big data, at the present time, it is easier than ever to establish two-way information flow. Accordingly, another challenge for many marketers has moved from having too little information to having too much information arrive from too many sources. The massive amount of information has marketers into what has become known as insight fishermen or snipers chances. According to Krajicek, creating an information ecosystem by compiling data patterns from several sources is one of the paramount challenges for marketing departments [33].

Krajicek blamed many marketing departments for committing that the “more is better”, he argues that they seem to believe that adding more information sources will result in a better outcome [33]. Marketers commit a lot of time “in the cloud” looking at macro trends is also a common error [33]. The existence of terabytes of data, but no one to successfully interpret it, is a great error, as well as the fact that many marketers lack skills that would enable them to use big data successfully [34].

A lot of data and big insights are wasted when big data is not being invested by small data and interpreted based on the integrations and relationships that it’s based on. Big data requires being operated at so as to generate the prospective competitive advantages. Another challenge for big data is the overlap and or the clash between marketing and sales departments, big data can erode the obligations of long-term marketing with a view to promoting short-term sales.

Reliance on big data in companies tends to cultivate mental decision-making in the short term according to [40] warning. The implications on individual’s privacy are one of the fundamental criticisms for utilizing of big data in marketing. (i.e. much information about consumers that can be stored in firms will be exposed to intervention in their own lives. So, there have been voices calling for moral guidelines for the commercial utilization of big data, moreover, some have gone to call for self-imposed regulation in order to maintain the consumers’ trust.

Using big data is not the only prerequisite for success. Only skillful marketers with wide knowledge in psychology and sociology can implement it in the way that will enable them to create attractive marketing campaigns and outflank their competition. Almost in all big firms, harnessing the potential benefits of big data on the agenda of chief marketing officers is not surprising. What are the best methods to reap benefits? What are the big opportunities and big challenges? Particularly, monetizing the big data is what they want to know. In this study, from the authors’ point of view, an opportunity is a benefit, and the challenge is an opportunity, many successful companies have transformed the challenge into opportunity and benefit. Marketers can meet the twin challenges of improving performance and customer experience by improving big data maturity. Marketing success always depends on a two-way information flow between marketers and customers, thus, the challenge that faces the marketers lies in collecting detailed demographic and customers’ lifestyle information that can be utilized as a basis for effective marketing activities.

**Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Research**

The motivation for the current study is motivated by the need for a better understanding of the impact of big data on marketing through discussing the potential opportunities/benefits and the challenges and research trends in this area from different perspectives. A total of 650 articles published between 2010 and 2018 indexed in EBSCO database were collected and scrutinized. This large number of articles makes the use of systematic review of literature an appropriate option for a better evaluation. The study reached several key conclusions; the results revealed that big data in marketing has seen an increasing attention over the few last years, with every year doubling the previous one in publication output figures.

This result coincided with many previous studies [15,16]. However, few works were found in addressing the benefits that marketers could potentially attain out of Big Data solutions in particular. According to Akter and SF Wamba, next to the determining the border for a Big Data solutions, it is vitally important that the implementation should be aligned with the challenges posed by the specificities of the business.

The results also disclosed a research gap in multidisciplinary research, for instance, technology researchers need to better align the benefits of Big Data and its challenges toward marketing. It is worth noting in this regard that we note that although many marketing terms (e.g., customer retention and loyalty, customer segmentation, and customer engagement) are often seen as being associated with data analysis, few appear highlighted in the addressed topics. The ones that
addressed in the literature revealed a weak relationship in the topic when talking about the significance of Big Data in marketing.

Further, we discussed numerous academic point of view, we concluded that there was a gap between academia and practices. In sum, results indicate that many business and different industries are starting to narrow this gaps and challenges and put innovative mechanisms in place to make an effective harness of big data in marketing.

As any research study, some limitations should be acknowledged which could also be addressed in future studies. First, studies on big data in the marketing arena are as yet in its early stages as data volume continues accumulating. Therefore, further studies are required to address this hot topic in the research area. Second, as big data hides several challenges represented in its three characteristics 3 V’s: Volume, Velocity, and Variety, future research could address the fundamental requirements in designing marketing solutions to meet up with these challenges. Third, the study did not address the challenges that come with using the big data technology and its implications on consumers' privacy issues, future studies can address these vital subjects in marketing.
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